Springbrook Cloud
Full Featured, Integrated, Cloud
Financial Platform for Every
Agency Need

Meet Springbrook Cloud
Springbrook is the country’s leading cloud-based financial platform for local governments, water agencies, sewer
and fire districts. With 35+ years of industry experience, Springbrook was the first local government focused software
company to develop cloud solutions and serves nearly 1,100+ agencies across 35 states. We learn from customers and
invest in innovation.

A full featured cloud-based platform designed for every agency need

Finance

Payroll / HR

Utility Billing

The Right Solution For Accrual-Based
Accounting.

Springbrook has platforms designed for small- to
mid-size agencies with populations from 300 up to
100,000.

Online Payments

Tax Collection

Fixed Assets

Powerful and Easy to Use.

Powerful and intuitive features and functions enable
users to ramp up and take full advantage of the
platform quickly, while reducing their workloads.
Springbrook is your new team member!

Integrated. Cloud-Based. Secure.

Say goodbye to system upgrades and service packs:
never depend on outdated software again. Our cloudbased platform also means reduced IT costs, total data
security and accessibility from anywhere.
“We’re not sure what we would’ve
done without Springbrook Cloud.”

Now featuring Tableau!

Springbrook brings Tableau, the industry’s
best-in-class analytics tool available for local
government agencies, right to your browser.
Tableau is available free of charge to all
Springbrook cloud customers.

David Schultz. Director of Finance for the City
of Callaway.
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On-Premise Challenges

Step Up to the Cloud
Reduced Cost

Our data center and staff replace
the need for expensive on-premise
equipment . Free up your IT staff to
focus on other critical projects.

Enhanced Data Security

Requires Updating

Manual updates take time
and resources to execute,
schedule and plan around.

Requires IT Staff

An on-premise instance requires
people and time to maintain
software and servers.

Requires Back-Up Planning
Back-up management is an
entirely different workstream,
demanding additional time
and resources.

Requires Hardware

Procuring and maintaining
servers requires additional
budget if self hosted or through
a 3rd-party.

Increased System
Vulnerabilities

Security infrastructure is difficult
for cities to implement at a
small scale.

Our servers and your data are protected
by the highest level of security available.
Confidential information can be deleted in
a moment.

Access Flexibility

As long as there’s an Internet connection,
your data, projects, workflows are all at
your fingertips.

Unlimited Scalability

Additional server storage and licenses
are available at the click of a mouse. We
manage all certifications.

Better for the Environment

Moving to the Springbrook Cloud
is environmentally friendly: as your
computing needs fluctuate your server
energy usage scales, reducing your carbon
footprint.

Built In Back-up & Recovery

Your products are always current and
completely backed up. No more fire drills
when an internal server goes down or
becomes corrupted. 99.9% reliability.
Support internal processes with prescheduled nightly FTP backups.

Join the nearly 1,100+ agencies that count on Springbrook to run their agencies

Let’s talk!
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